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This action gave hope to the deities. It is no joke when an Overlord is on the field. He can kill everyone in 

a minute. 

They thought the same a few minutes ago and started to fantasize about winning, but if they lose again, 

they won’t even have the strength to resist. 

Ye Hua said calmly, “Do you really not know us?” 

Hong Tai’s eyes narrowed deeply and looked at them carefully. Except for the little loli with a ponytail, 

he didn’t have any impression at all. 

Of course, Hong Tai couldn’t recognize anyone. Ye Zizi used to look like this. Everyone else has a new 

humanoid body. 

“Who are you?” Hong Tai asked in a deep voice, taking a defensive stance. 

Ye Hua felt that he had to give some hints, otherwise it would be really hard to guess considering the 

other party’s IQ. 

He saw a red light flashing in Ye Hua’s eyes. 

Although it was only a flash, Hong Tai still saw it. 

This pair of red awns will never be forgotten to this day. Hundreds of Overlords gathered that day. 

Just to encircle and suppress eight people. The battle situation that day was extremely tragic. Dozens of 

Overlords fell one after another, and only after that, they annihilated the others. 

And the boss of the other party was a skeleton. 

In those empty eye holes, there is also such a red glow. 

Hong Tai’s lips began to tremble, he pointed his fingers at Ye Hua and panicked: “You are not dead!” 

“Hehe, is this deity so easy to kill?” Ye Hua sneered, thinking of the situation that day. He was 

monstrously angry that day. Even the heavens felt Ye Hua’s anger. A roar suddenly sounded, and the sky 

was clear again… 

‘No wonder that little girl feels familiar! It was her!’ 

‘How dare they not die?’ 

Having paid such a painful price, in the end, it was all for naught. Hong Tai was almost about to collapse. 

‘Now, it seems like their strength has risen again. Before, they could fight against the heroes with the 

strength of eight people, but now it’ll only take one of them.’ 

Hong Tai couldn’t care less about his face, he turned back and shouted at his two sons, “Run!” 

But there is no trace of his son on the city wall. 



“Father” 

“Father” 

He saw that Yi Ran and Wen Xia captured them. Lie Gyu was now smarter. Knowing the weakness of the 

other party, he immediately asked his wife to catch them, so that he could be praised as well. 

“Well done.” Ye Hua said lightly, and lightly stroked his daughter’s head. Donghuang Li yawned and 

gradually fell asleep. 

Although Ye Hua wanted to educate his daughter, there were some things she couldn’t experience. 

After all, she was still young, and she would experience some darker things later in life. 

“Yutong, hold Ah Li.” Ye Hua said lightly. 

“Yeah.” Qing Yutong held Donghuang Li in her arms. She felt that her brother-in-law’s secret was being 

dug up by her. 

The deities below were stunned. Just now, the Overlord was about to show his power, but now he 

became so panicked and even shouted. How can an Overlord act like this? 

And even the Overlord’s children were caught. 

All the deities are aware of the fact that they have no hope; only despair. 

“Let go of my son.” 

Hong Tai looked panicked and yelled at Ye Hua, leaving the Overlord demeanor behind him. 

Ye Hua took a breath and said lightly, “In order to save your two sons, what are you willing to 

exchange?” 

“Anything is fine!” Hong Tai hurriedly shouted. 

Hong Yi and Hong Xing were moved to tears when they heard their father’s answer. Their father would 

save them. 

“Then exchange them with your life.” Ye Hua said indifferently, not knowing how the Overlord regards 

family affection. 

In Ye Hua’s eyes, the Overlords are a group of sanctimonious beings, who can give everything for the 

sake of profit. Their lives are eternal, and their children were just a process of cultivating the Tao. 

But among human beings, Ye Hua has read some news that, for the sake of the child, they can really give 

everything. A mother actually lifted a car and rescued her child under the wheel, surprising Ye Hua. 

This is the power of a mother. 

Hong Yi and Hong Xing looked at their father’s struggling face, and their hearts sank. 

Lu Hong suddenly whispered, “If it were me, I wouldn’t have saved them. I’ll go back to my wife tonight 

to have two kisses. Next year, I’ll have two people to hug. Eighteen years later, I’ll have one more.” 



“Yes yes, if he dies, his wife becomes someone else’s wife, and the child recognizes someone else as a 

father. It’s so miserable.” Yi Hong also whispered. 

“It’s not a good deal. I hate green hats the most.” Lu Hong expressed a lot of emotion. 

These two are obviously planting seeds of doubts, interfering with Hong Tai’s thinking. Actually, that’s 

not right! It is to make Hong Tai’s thinking smooth, your life is endless, and it is not worthwhile to die 

like this. 

Although he knew that Yi Hong said this on purpose, Zi Shan still glared at him, ‘Why don’t you have a 

baby with me?’ 

Feeling Zi Shan’s gaze, Yihong turned her face away and pretended not to see anything. 

‘I envy my brother, it’s nice being single.’ 

Hong Yi and Hong Xing secretly scolded the two of them for being shameless. Unexpectedly, they sound 

rather logical. 

“Father, don’t listen to their nonsense! Help me!” Hong Yi cried loudly, as long as his father didn’t 

abandon him, he could do anything. 

Hong Xing burst into tears: “Father, this child will repay you well in the future.” 

Lie Gu pursed his lips: “Who are you repaying? Stepfather?” 

“…” 

The two brothers were heartbroken. 

Hong Tai also thought in his heart, ‘Yes, if I’m dead, who are you going to repay?’ 

Watching their father struggling, the two brothers were going crazy. This shameless group! 

Ye Hua didn’t stop and looked at Hong Tai. 

“Then can I go?” After a long time, Hong Tai exhaled and asked in a deep voice. 

What they said was correct. His life is endless. If he dies now, then there will be nothing left. His wife 

would sleep with someone else, and his children would recognize someone else as their father. He was 

unwilling! 

Hong Yi and Hong Xing turned pale when they heard their father’s words. When their lives were 

threatened, their father abandoned them. 

The two brothers have no love in their lives, and now the one whom they miss the most is their mother. 

When the subordinates heard Hong Tai’s answer, they also sighed deeply, but they must respect other 

people’s choices. 

“Of course, you can’t leave.” Ye Hua directly dispelled Hong Tai’s idea of running away. 

‘What if you ran away and broke the news? Then those Overlords would have two choices.’ 



‘First, encircle and suppress us again, as it did back then.’ 

‘Second, hide.’ 

Ye Hua felt that the second possibility was relatively high. ‘If they hide, who will this deity go to to get 

revenge?’ 

‘As for the first, that would make their death too easy.’ 

‘From now on, their ending clock has begun to count down. Don’t doubt my words, this deity never lies.’ 

Hong Tai glanced at his sons and ran away without hesitation. ‘This matter must be notified!’ 

‘I gave up my son for righteousness. I’m definitely not afraid of death.’ 
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‘If this deity wants to run away, there is nothing you can do.’ 

Ye Hua sneered, ‘There are not many people who can escape from the palm of this deity, except for 

those two stupid women.’ 

Tearing the void, he forcefully captured Hong Tai from the torn space. 

The deities below are all frightened. 

The Overlord actually left them and ran away. Isn’t Tianfu under your protection? How can you run 

away? Then what should we do? 

As the emperor, Zhu Chengxuan supported powerlessly on the city wall, and murmured, 

“When a blood glow emerges, the country will face a catastrophe.” 

The Celestial Master breathed a deep sigh and supported the emperor, “Your Majesty, if you admit your 

mistake, there may be a chance.” 

“Celestial Master, if I had listened to you and paid attention to this issue, such a thing would not have 

happened.” Zhu Chengxuan felt regret and despair. If he paid attention to it on the night of Hou Xuelin’s 

extermination of the family, and then released the news of the ban, his sons would’ve been alive. 

Nothing would have happened. It’s all his fault. 

“Your Majesty, there is still a chance to survive.” Although the Celestial Master felt that there was no 

hope, if they begged, it might be the turning point. 

But Zhu Chengxuan was the emperor of Emperor Tianfu. 

“Even if this emperor wants to die, he will die standing up. I’ll not kneel to live.” 

Zhu Chengxuan suddenly stood up straight, as if he had returned to his previous state. 

Although the Celestial Master didn’t agree with his choice, he admired the emperor’s attitude. The royal 

family must keep their dignity intact. 



“Let me go, you devil!” Hong Tai, who was imprisoned by Ye Hua, started struggling frantically. Even if 

he was an Overlord, he was like an ordinary person in Ye Hua’s hands. 

Ye Hua said coldly, “Has no one taught you if you do something wrong, you have to pay the price?” 

Without waiting for Hong Tai’s blabbering, Ye Hua grabbed him with his palms. 

Hong Tai exploded with a cloud of blood in the air, and even the primordial spirit exploded. 

Everyone saw this scene. Even an Overlord has fallen, so there is no one to stop them. 

All the deities knelt on the ground, praying for God’s mercy, hoping for a miracle. 

But as Ye Hua said, miracles are impossible. The appearance of this deity represents despair. 

If he was the weaker one, he might be the one kneeling, but this is absolutely impossible. 

Ye Hua looked coldly at the group of gods kneeling on the ground, and said in a low voice, “My woman, 

you can’t afford to offend, even if you die.” 

As soon as he thought of the situation that day, Ye Hua became angry. If he was an ordinary person, 

then Qing Ya and Baizhi would be caught by them and live a life worse than death. Fortunately, he is not 

an ordinary person and stopped this kind of tragedy from striking. 

Ye Hua is not like Qing Ya and Donghuang Baizhi, who have compassion for the enemy. 

Ye Hua has never been soft-hearted. 

He turned around slowly and said to his subordinates, “Don’t leave a living soul.” 

“Yes.” The crowd responded in unison. 

Ye Hua took his daughter in his arms and took the lead to leave with his sister-in-law. 

When he walked away, everyone felt relieved. 

Ye Zizi was already a little impatient and kept licking the corners of her mouth. Wei Chang was also a 

little greedy, and Lie Gu was also a little itchy. Jue Tian was only interested in money now. The more the 

better. 

“Your Honor’s plan requires a lot of money.” Jue Tian said lightly. 

Lie Gu said with a smile, “Who is robbing you of your money? Take however much you want.” 

“That’s right, I’m only interested in people.” Ye Zizi made a squeak. 

Wei Chang laughed softly and said, “Okay, because of Your Honor’s plan, all the money will be handed 

over to Jue Tian, and we will do the dirty work.” 

Ye Zizi let out a weird laugh “I like dirty work.” 

Wei Chang turned his head to look at the huge imperial city, his eyes were cold, “Let’s get to work.” 

More than a dozen people flew towards the imperial city, the three dragons disintegrated, and the 

bright red dragon scales burned red flames again. 



Zhu Chengxuan stared at the enemy in the distance, with no superfluous expression on his face. He was 

standing upright. That is the dignity of being an emperor. 

The Celestial Master did not flinch, sticking to his responsibilities. 

Che Hongliang took a deep breath and shouted, “Protect Your Majesty, Protect the Imperial City, Protect 

Tianfu.” 

The eyes of the million heroes gradually changed from sloppy to firm, and a long whistle sounded. 

Soldiers of Tianfu only die standing, not kneeling. 

Ye Hua, who returned to the bar, woke up his daughter. Donghuang Li was wondering why she fell 

asleep. She looked unhappy. She still hadn’t vented her and mama’s anger. 

“Yutong, let’s go out to eat spicy hot pot tonight.” Ye Hua hugged his daughter and was watching Conan. 

Qing Yutong was wearing an apron and cleaning up with a rag. In order to continue living here, she did 

not hesitate to be a servant. 

“I don’t have any money.” Qing Yutong choked back her mouth. ‘You’re the brother-in-law, yet you are 

draining your sister-in-law. 

Donghuang Li smiled and said with joy, “Daddy, are you going to eat Mala Fragrant Pot? It’s been a long 

time since I’ve eaten it.” 

“Daddy, take Ah Li to eat tonight.” 

Qing Yutong’s eyes lit up, she hurriedly ran over to rub her brother-in-law’s shoulders, and said tenderly, 

“Brother-in-law, take me with you.” 

“You good-for-nothing just knows how to eat.” Ye Hua said lightly, admiring his sister-in-law’s appetite. 

“I’m a foodie.” 

Donghuang said in a milky voice, “The good-looking ones are called foodies, and the ugly ones are called 

good-for-nothings.” 

“Oh, you mean Aunt Qing is ugly?” Qing Yutong stretched out her hand to tickle her, while Donghuang Li 

tried to resist, otherwise, she would die laughing! 

Ye Hua watched them being noisy, and the corners of his mouth twitched. ‘How long will these two 

women continue making a fuss?’ 

Suddenly, there was a loud noise. 

Bang! Bang! Bang! Bang! 

“Daddy, what kind of sound is this?” Donghuang Li asked curiously as she collapsed in Qing Yutong’s 

arms. 

“The building next to us is being renovated.” Ye Hua was also irritated when he heard the sound, but he 

was a quality citizen, otherwise, he would have done something long ago. 



The building next to the Leisure Bar has always been empty. In recent days, it has been rented out. 

During the day, there is a thump, thump. Fortunately, there is no sound at night. 

“Daddy, then do we have neighbors?” Dong Huang said with a smile, feeling that having neighbors 

seemed to be a good thing. 

Ye Hua said lightly, “That’s right.” 

“Daddy, let’s go say hello then.” 

Ye Hua: “…” 

‘How can this deity go to greet others?’ 

Five minutes later, Donghuang Li and Qing Yutong dragged the reluctant Ye Hua out. 

The structure of this building was similar to the one on Ye Hua’s side. Both had two floors. 

Qing Yutong led Donghuang Li and walked in front. Ye Hua walked behind with a cigarette in his mouth. 

“Beauty, this is being renovated. Don’t come in. Be careful of getting hurt.” An uncle who was tearing 

down the sign said kindly. 

Qing Yutong asked curiously, “Master, what are you planning to do?” 

“The boss is going to start a bar.” 
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Ye Hua and Qing Yutong felt confused and shocked at the same time. 

Qing Yutong felt that her brother-in-law was already weird enough. He opened a bar in such a place. She 

finds it weird how it managed to make a profit in the past. 

‘I didn’t know there were people who wanted to open a bar here.’ 

‘Is it because the rent here is cheap?’ 

Indeed. 

‘But this is obviously going against my brother-in-law, robbing his business, eh, it seems that there is no 

business to grab. For a bar without customers, robbing business does not exist. 

Ye Hua felt that it was time to send his sister-in-law on stage, “Yutong, you can promote it in a few 

days.” 

Qing Yutong was about to kneel to her brother-in-law. He not only demanded that she do the labor but 

also wanted to drain her body. 

“Brother-in-law, I’ve grown into such a ghost, there’s nobody who still remembers me.” Qing Yutong 

pinched her face and said. 

Because Ye Hua watched her every day, he didn’t feel that there was any change. 

Qing Yutong asked the decoration master, “Master, do you know me?” 



The old master looked at Qing Yutong, his heart beating faster. She was really beautiful, “Miss, I’m a 

man with a family, please don’t harass me.” 

Qing Yutong “…” 

Ye Hua burst into laughter, and Donghuang Li burst into tears. 

This sentence was so heart-wrenching. Qing Yutong felt that it was a miracle that this man could find a 

wife. 

Holding her brother-in-law’s arm, “No one knows me now.” 

“Daddy, hug” 

Ye Hua held his daughter in his arms and said lightly, “Let’s take a look at it first.” 

The three walked out of the alley, ‘Didn’t you just open a bar next to mine? What’s amazing? I accepted 

your challenge’ 

Ye Hua once took his wife to eat the konjac spicy hot pot, but it’s a pity that his wife is gone. 

Mala Fragrant Pot is also a simmering pot. It is mainly spicy. Many young people like to eat this. After all, 

it is cheap and delicious. 

“Daddy, Ah Li wants to eat chicken wings, beef balls, crab steaks, fish balls, and more.” 

“Brother-in-law, I want to eat beef, pork belly, tiger skin, bacon, sausage, pork tenderloin, interrelated 

as bones and flesh.” [The last one is an idiom: inseparably related; closely intertwined.] 

Two carnivores. 

Ye Hua said silently, “Let’s have some potatoes, lettuce, cucumber, fried tofu, leeks, and cabbage.” 

“Hello sir, the total is 198.” 

Ye Hua took out his mobile phone and glanced at the change, “Is there a discount?” 

“Small business, 188 is fine.” The proprietress also saw that Ye Hua was handsome, otherwise, she 

wouldn’t offer a discount. 

Ten dollars saved is ten dollars more. 

After finding a table and sitting down, Qing Yutong took out her mobile phone and started playing. Ye 

Hua held his daughter’s hand and silently waited for the food to be served. 

“Daddy, Ah Li is about to celebrate her third birthday.” Donghuang Li said suddenly. 

Ye Hua paused, he never celebrated his birthday, so he had forgotten about it. 

‘Forget it, when I was having sex with Donghuang Baizhi, and then she became pregnant in October, 

which is coming soon.’ 

Ye Hua hugged his daughter, “What does Ah Li want? Daddy will get it for you.” 

Qing Yutong put down the phone, ‘The little devil is getting more and more cunning now.’ 



“I want daddy and mommy to be together.” Donghuang Li’s tone contained a hint of sadness and 

desolation. 

The performance of an innocent child was incisive and vivid. 

Ye Hua was also an actor, and Donghuang Li was Ye Hua’s daughter. She naturally has a strong genetic 

inheritance, which is more than enough to be a small actor. 

Hearing his daughter’s wish, Ye Hua was also helpless. 

He can give Ah Li anything she wants, but Ye Hua can’t fulfill this alone. 

‘How could this deity bow to those two stupid women?’ 

“Daddy” Donghuang Li raised her head. Her big watery eyes were pitiful to death. 

After speaking, she rubbed her father’s chin intimately. 

Qing Yutong also said, “Brother-in-law, you were absent for the last two birthdays of Ah Li. This time, 

you must satisfy Ah Li’s wishes.” 

‘What she said makes sense. As a father, I missed my child’s birthday twice.’ 

‘This year is the first time.’ 

‘Can the child’s wishes not be fulfilled?’ 

‘But this deity won’t pick them up either.’ 

“Ah Li, you can arrange this matter, but daddy will not pick up mommy.” Ye Hua said in a deep voice. 

Donghuang Li held back her mouth after hearing this. At least she arranged a meeting for daddy and 

mommy. 

Maybe after this meeting, with the emotional explosion, they will be able to give birth to my younger 

brother. 

Thinking of this, Donghuang Li happily agreed. At this time, the food was also served. Although it was 

only medium spicy, it still made Qing Yutong and Donghuang Li spicy red. 

At the time of eating, Wei Chang gave him the news that everything had been cleaned up, and no one 

was left alive. 

And all money and goods are kept by Jue Tian. 

Ye Hua said that he knew. Jue Tian still wanted to use it to lure snakes out of the hole, so let him use it 

well and see if it works. 

Almost all the beauty, adults, and children, were killed. Donghuang Li’s little belly was stretched up, so 

full. 

It is the nature of children to sleep when they are full. Ye Hua hugged his daughter and took his sister-in-

law home. In the eyes of others, this is the rhythm of a family of three. 



However, when they walked to the door of the bar, there was a Bentley parked at the door. 

Foreign license plate. 

The driver immediately got out of the car and was going to open the door, but before the driver could 

open the door, the rear door had already opened. 

A man and a woman got out of the car. 

Ye Hua knew this man. Wang Dabao, who lost the bet to him at the beginning, repaid the money the 

next day, which gave Ye Hua a good impression of him. 

This woman looks okay. If he guessed correctly, it should be Bai Cixin. 

“Young Master Ye.” Wang Dabao walked slowly with his wife Bai Cixin and shouted respectfully. 

Ye Hua frowned and said, “Call me boss, this Young Master Ye doesn’t sound comfortable.” 

“Alright, boss.” 

Ye Hua nodded and walked towards the Leisure Bar. He sat in the hall and asked Qing Yutong to carry Ah 

Li up to rest. 

These two people were driven out of the north by the Voidless Realm, and they were not welcome in 

the south. They could be regarded as mice crossing the street. 

Ye Hua took out a cigarette and said lightly, “Don’t stand, sit.” 

With a pious smile, Wang Dabao sat down with his wife, Bai Cixin. 

If the deities saw this, they would definitely complain, “Why can they sit and negotiate with you, but we 

can’t?” 

Because Ye Hua felt that Wang Dabao was a real man, unlike Xiao Yi, who surrendered only because he 

was afraid. His first impression of Wang Dabao was relatively good. 

As for the impression of the deities, it was not very good in Ye Hua’s eyes, not as good as these ordinary 

humans. 

Even the aunt who sells pancakes and fruits in the alley looks much better than the deities. 

Ye Hua is now gradually liking the simple feeling. ‘This feeling is very comfortable, but the aunt is too 

stingy, she doesn’t give this deity free meals.’ 
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“Tell me, what’s the matter?” Ye Hua asked aloud. In fact, he knew what they came for. They wanted to 

hug his thighs. 

Wang Dabao took out a card and put it on the table, “Boss, this is a small greeting present, please accept 

it.” 

Looking at the bank card on the table, Ye Hua felt that the other party was here to show off his wealth. 



‘This deity is not without money. This deity is enjoying life. Do you understand? How can ordinary 

people understand the intentions of this deity, to bribe this deity with dirty money?’ 

‘Do you really think that the deity is the kind of person who opens one’s eyes wide at the sight of 

profit?’ [Idiom meaning thinking of nothing but personal gain; money-grubbing.] 

“No need.” Ye Hua’s face turned cold. 

The husband and wife looked at each other. Wang Dabao couldn’t put the card away. 

Qing Yutong hid on the stairs and peeked, ‘What’s the matter? Don’t pretend to act cool. Take us to a 

feast. I haven’t eaten seafood for a long time.’ 

‘Thinking about the big lobster, I feel hungry again.’ 

Bai Cixin took out two Lotus Kings, and said with a slight smile, “Boss, I know you like to smoke, so I 

bought two.” 

This cigarette can be collected. “Put it here.” 

As the man in front of them accepted it, it means that at least there was no malice. 

“Boss, we have no intention of coming here today as a husband and wife, we just came to visit.” Bai 

Cixin seemed to be more stable after this ordeal, and she became more cautious. 

Just visit the bar to make friends. 

“Then your goal has been achieved.” Ye Hua said lightly. Didn’t they just want to visit? They should 

leave. 

Bai Cixin nodded and said with a smile, “Boss, there are more foreigners in the south recently. The bar 

next to you is also opened by foreigners.” 

After speaking, Wang Dabao and Bai Cixin withdrew from the Leisure Bar. 

Ye Hua was smoking a cigarette silently. Wei Chang did say that there have been a lot of foreigners 

recently. 

‘They are just people who want to take advantage of him. When the time comes, a big cleanup will be 

done.’ 

A week passed quickly and everything was on track. 

Wei Chang and Tang Wei continued to work at the Leisure Bar and, of course, the Green and Red 

Brothers. 

Just guarding the empty bar should be difficult for them. 

It is worth noting that Jue Tian bought a small mansion. It is really good there. It is very suitable as the 

base camp of aristocratic families, and it was ready-made. 

Rebuilding takes a long time. Ye Hua’s order was that the sooner the better. 

After buying the mansion, he changed the name to the Dongfang mansion and then began working. 



Everything should go as planned, without the slightest deviation. 

Donghuang Li was also sent back to the Voidless Realm. Ye Hua has been a little restless recently. His 

daughter’s birthday was getting closer, which also showed that the meeting with Qing Ya and Baizhi was 

getting closer. 

He was a little nervous. ‘These two stupid women could make this deity uneasy. It’s amazing.’ 

“Brother-in-law, can you calm down for a while, Zizi is still doing her homework.” Qing Yutong said 

helplessly as she walked out of the door. 

‘My brother-in-law is really a man who likes face.’ 

Ye Hua lit a cigarette and went downstairs. 

He saw that the bar was deserted, and the waiters stood chatting. 

Ye Hua saw Zi Shan as the waitress. 

‘These shameless people come for my money.’ 

‘Believe it or not, I’ll make you all break up.’ 

Ye Hua quietly stood by and listened to what they were talking about. 

Zi Shan “I didn’t expect the lord to be so miserable.” 

Ye Hua “…” 

“Since the madams came, the business has changed by 180 degrees.” Tang Wei also sighed with 

emotion. ‘Before the Madams appeared, the business was very good.’ 

Lu Hong said, “I heard that the bar next door will open tomorrow, and many celebrities have been 

invited to help out. Even big Hollywood celebrities.” 

Yi Hong whispered, “Maybe it can boost our business.” 

‘Does the deity still need others’ help?’ 

Cough. 

Seeing that Ye Hua had suddenly come here, the five started wiping the spotless table. 

‘I really don’t have a single person. Do I have to sell my handsomeness to gain popularity?’ 

Smoking a cigarette, Ye Hua walked out of the bar and turned to look at the bar next to him. There was 

an oversized poster. 

Ye Hua thought that the other party was a poor man, so he opened the store there. It seems that the 

other party came prepared. 

‘This deity will allow you to show your strength.’ 

‘I will meet you in person tomorrow.’ 



Walking out of the alley, Ye Hua went out for a walk but found that there were advertisements for 

Seven Bar all over the street. There were even motorcades advertising it all over the city. 

‘Shameless, just relying on stinky money. Don’t make me call my wife back and slap you in the face.’ 

‘Ha ha.’ 

~Voidless Realm~ 

Donghuang Li was jumping around the building. Now everyone knew Donghuang Li, and when they saw 

her, they respectfully shouted, “Greetings little highness.” 

Donghuang Li also seemed very polite. When she saw a man, she called him little brother, and when she 

saw a woman, she called her little sister. She was trying to flatter them, so they forgot the bad things 

this little guy did. 

“Little Highness, Her Lady Queen has called you back for dinner.” A maid suddenly landed next to 

Donghuang Li. 

Touching her stomach, Donghuang Li hiccupped and murmured, “I have to eat again. It’s better to stay 

at daddy’s place, I can lose weight.” 

Qing Ya and Donghuang Baizhi were sitting at the table, talking while waiting for the child to come back. 

“Mama, Qing Mama.” Donghuang Li was no longer afraid because her mother no longer blamed her. 

Donghuang Baizhi picked up the handkerchief and wiped the sweat on her daughter’s forehead, “Where 

did you go? You’re sweating profusely.” 

“Ah Li is going to leave, she’s all fat.” Donghuang Li pinched her chubby little face, very depressed. 

‘Mama’s side has delicious food, while daddy’s side is radish and vegetables. 

Qing Ya smiled and said, “When you came back, it seemed like you hadn’t eaten for a few days.” 

“Daddy is so pitiful. He saves money every day and eats green vegetables. The business in the store is 

not good, and there is a bar next to it for competition. Daddy will close down, and then Ah Li will go eat 

dirt with daddy.” Donghuang Li said pitifully as she looked at the two adults. 

Making her father a man who is about to go bankrupt. 

Qing Ya and Donghuang Baizhi were stunned for a moment, ‘Is Ye Hua living such a miserable life?’ 

Qing Ya thought about it too, ‘He was still using Wei Chang’s salary when I met him.’ 

“I’m really worried that after daddy goes bankrupt, he will jump into the river to commit suicide.” 

Donghuang Li said desolately, as if she was about to become an orphan. 
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The two women were speechless after hearing this. Ye Hua’s temperament was that he had to pretend 

to act cool even if the sky fall. How could he jump into the river? Even if he jumped, he wouldn’t die. 

They were not worried. 



‘It seems that daddy’s death poses no threat to mama.’ 

“Mama” Donghuang Li shouted with a numb tone. 

When Donghuang Baizhi heard her daughter’s tone, she asked: “What’s wrong?” 

“Mama, you asked what’s wrong? You don’t love Ah Li.” 

‘Daddy not knowing my birthday is normal, but Mama as well? This baby is not happy, come and coax 

me.’ 

Qing Ya glanced at Donghuang Baizhi, ‘Why did Ah Li get angry for no reason?’ 

Donghuang Baizhi suddenly remembered and said with a smile, “Mama is wrong, I forgot that Ah Li’s 

birthday is coming soon.” 

Donghuang Li puffed out her cheeks and said nothing. 

“Okay, I’ll satisfy Ah Li with whatever she wants this year, okay?” 

“Really?” Donghuang Li asked with wide eyes. 

Donghuang Baizhi nodded with certainty. 

Donghuang Li looked at Qing Ya again. 

“Okay, Qing Ma Ma agrees to Ah Li.” Qing Ya smiled dotingly. 

Donghuang Li was very happy, but she still said quietly, “I want us to be together.” 

How sensible Ah Li is. If Ye Hua could be half as sensible as Ah Li, how could they not return? 

Qing Ya and Donghuang Baizhi didn’t know how to fulfill Ah Li’s wish. 

“Ah Li knows that daddy and Mama have misunderstood, so you don’t have to come to each other. Ah Li 

will arrange a place, and then we will go together, okay?” 

The two women seemed to think it was good. Maybe this was a chance for reconciliation. It just 

depends on Ye Hua. Ah Li always wanted a complete family, not a single-parent family. 

Seeing that Mama agreed, Donghuang Li was overjoyed. It’s finally done. 

‘You should cherish this opportunity and make up for it already. You can’t quarrel anymore.’ 

‘When you quarrel, Ah Li has to coax you. As a child, it’s really hard.’ 

The next night, the Seven Bar opened. Ye Hua was sitting in the office, listening to the noise outside, the 

roar of the supercar. He was a little unhappy. 

This was a blatant provocation. 

He stood up and walked to the window, only to see a huge crowd of people. The young people waiting 

to enter the venue were all lined up outside the alley. 



‘It was the same with my bar a few months ago. I didn’t expect that after a few months, I would be 

cursed by Qing Ya and Baizhi. I can’t wait to beat them.’ 

This kind of thinking is good if you think about it, but obviously, it won’t work. If you beat them, it’ll be 

hopeless. 

Feeling unhappy, Ye Hua went downstairs. 

It was empty. 

Seeing Ye Hua come, Wei Chang and others were also a little embarrassed. They didn’t know how to 

comfort him. 

After all, when it comes to doing business, it is inevitable that there will be unsatisfactory places. 

Anyway, it is like this, and it will be good to get used to it. 

“You don’t need to work.” Ye Hua shouted coldly. These subordinates have no brains. A few days ago, he 

wanted to say that they were smart. Go out and do something 

‘They don’t know how to smash the bar. Do they still need this deity to teach them?’ 

Seeing that the lord was furious, everyone turned their heads and went to work, wiping a cup for several 

hours. 

Sitting at the bar, Ye Hua became more and more unhappy. The more he thought about it, this was 

bullying to the very end. He couldn’t bear it. 

“Little Lu, come with me.” Ye Hua decided to bring one person to smash the bar. Why only one? Because 

if too many people appear, it’ll seem like he’s the bully. That’s why he would take Lu Hong, because he’s 

the only single dog. 

‘At least in the entire team, only little Lu is single.’ 

When he heard Ye Hua calling him, he understood that Ye Hua was going to help him find a wife. That’s 

great. 

Now in the whole team, only he’s single. 

It’s humiliating. 

Looking at his younger brother, even he has a beautiful wife. Looking at himself, he has green hair. 

Ye Hua got up and walked out of the Leisure bar, with Lu Hong following behind. 

“Does little Lu know how to smash the bar?” Ye Hua asked, pulling out a cigarette. 

Lu Hong didn’t dare to brag, and said honestly, “Your subordinate has always had such an idea, but I 

haven’t implemented it yet.” 

“Then implement it tonight.” 

“Yes.” 

Just thinking about it, Lu Hong’s scalp was tingling with excitement. 



This is not a simple smashing bar, it is going out with Ye Hua to smash the bar. What an honor this is. Ye 

Hua values him too much, so he must perform well tonight. 

The two walked to the Seven Bar. There were a lot of beautiful little sisters at the door, with their thighs 

exposed, looking very hot. 

Ye Hua couldn’t help but take a look or two. He was not like this before, he must have been confused by 

Qing Ya and Donghuang Baizhi. 

Suddenly, one of the girls came out. Ye Hua sneered, ‘Another woman who is fascinated by this deity. 

Unfortunately, this deity wants to reject you severely.’ 

A fragrant fragrance drifted by. 

Ye Hua stopped and walked over. 

‘How could this deity be ignored by a girl?’ 

“Are you alone?” The girl’s inquiry sounded from behind, and Ye Hua’s mouth twitched slightly. Lu Hong 

was actually approached with an initiative. 

‘Why is the subordinate of the deity’s subordinate so good?’ 

In fact, Lu Hong is quite an individual. Now he is not that kind of explosive head and has learned to comb 

his head and put on a green windbreaker. Not to mention, he is also strangely handsome, like a big 

clown villain. 

Girls still like this type. Ye Hua is good-looking, but the aura is too heavy. Ordinary women didn’t dare to 

approach him. 

Looking at the girl in front of him, Lu Hong didn’t look happy, and said in a deep voice, “I’m not a man, 

am I a pig?”[ Alone and Man sound similar.] 

The girl was stunned for a moment after hearing this, feeling very amused, and smiled, “Can I have a 

phone call?” 

His face sank, and he said in a cold voice, “You are sick. Why don’t you just ask for several thousand 

yuans?” 

This time the girl was really stunned. It turned out that he was not funny, rather he was straightforward. 

“Excuse me.” The girl said, running back to her group. She shared what happened just now with her 

sisters. She bet that if this green hair could find a girlfriend, she would eat shit. 

Ye Hua patted Lu Hong on the shoulder, “Don’t pay attention to this kind of woman. She doesn’t look 

good at first glance.” 

“Thank you boss for reminding me. Fortunately, I found out quickly, otherwise, I would have been 

deceived by her.” Lu Hong breathed a sigh of relief. ‘She even tried to deceive me.’ 

‘I am a man who has been cheated once. I’ll always maintain my vigilance.’ 
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In the bedroom on the second floor of the bar, there was a flash. 

Two shadows appeared. 

It turned out to be Qing Ya and Donghuang Baizhi. 

If Ye Hua hadn’t gone out he could have met these two women. He would definitely be in a good mood. 

After all, the two lovely wives took the initiative to come to the door, and they meant to let it go. 

It’s a pity that Ye Hua took Lu Hong to the scene. 

Qing Ya and Donghuang Baizhi also made up their minds to come over after thinking for a long time. For 

the sake of their child, they were willing to take a step back. 

This time, they came here to discuss Donghuang Li’s birthday party. No matter what, Donghuang Li is 

also the little highness in the Voidless World. Her birthday must be a big event. 

In fact, this is only one aspect. The main thing is to clear those misunderstandings with Ye Hua. 

The two women looked at the neat bed. Ye Hua was not there, it was ten o’clock now. 

Is he watching cartoons in the office again? 

Qing Ya and Donghuang Baizhi came to the office. 

Ye Hua was not in the office either. 

“Hey, where did Ye Hua go?” Donghuang Baizhi asked in confusion. 

Qing Ya immediately pushed away her sister’s room and saw that Ye Zizi was doing her homework 

honestly, with a happy smile on her face. It seemed that Ye Zizi was in a good mood and didn’t complain 

anymore. 

And Qing Yutong was playing games, as usual. This rotten girl. 

“Yutong, where is your brother-in-law?” Qing Ya asked aloud. 

Qing Yutong took off his earphones and looked back, the same as Ye Zizi. 

“Sister, Baizhi, you are back!” Qing Yutong exclaimed, then gave her sister a big hug. 

She pointed at her sister’s belly, “It’s so big, he’s going to be born in a few months.” 

Qing Ya softly smiled, “It will be around the time of Chinese New Year.” 

Ye Zizi also put down her homework and ran to touch Qing Ya’s belly, “Big cousin, it’s so big.” 

Touching Ye Zizi’s head, Donghuang Baizhi asked with a smile, “Are you still obedient at school?” 

“Of course, I’m going to take first place in the exam.” 

The four of them chatted with each other, and Qing Ya asked again, “Where is your brother-in-law?” 

“Is my brother-in-law not in the office?” Qing Yutong asked in confusion. 



“No, I just checked.” 

Qing Yutong thought about it for a while, “Business has been bad recently, maybe my brother-in-law is 

drinking downstairs, but knowing that you guys are back, he’ll definitely die of joy.” 

Qing Ya and Donghuang Baizhi also smiled after hearing it. Of course, he will be happy. Now that they 

were back, he would definitely put on a boss mode to preach again. 

The two women immediately went downstairs but didn’t find Ye Hua. 

“Lady Boss.” Wei Chang exclaimed. The ladies actually came back. 

Qing Ya thought it was very strange. Ye Hua was a deep otaku. If he did not have to go out, he absolutely 

wouldn’t. 

Amongst the people, Qing Ya and Donghuang Baizhi found Zi Shan. 

This reminded them of those deities and the fact that Ye Hua appeared in Ji’s house at the beginning. 

Today, they have to ask about it. He can’t hide things from his wives in the future. 

“Where’s Ye Hua?” Qing Ya asked aloud. 

“Boss, he…” Wei Chang suddenly hesitated because he was still discussing this issue just now. 

Why would Ye Hua bring his Lu Hong to smash the bar? 

Then he came up with an idea that he was not going in there to make trouble, but in fact, it was to relax. 

After all, Ye Hua seems to easily get angry these days. He drinks at every turn. 

Now the ladies are back suddenly. If they knew that he went to the bar next door to find girls, it 

wouldn’t be good. 

The happy event would turn into a bad one, which made Wei Changyu stop. 

Qing Ya and Donghuang Baizhi frowned instantly as if he was helping the boss to cover something. 

‘Could it be that Ye Hua went to find a mistress?’ 

The two women suddenly had such terrifying thoughts, and their originally gentle faces turned cold. 

‘We came to reconcile, but you ran to find a mistress?’ They were so angry that they were about to 

explode. 

“Where did Ye Hua go?” Donghuang Baizhi asked coldly. 

Qing Ya also had a sullen face. These two women have the same man. It is a miracle. 

If they were told that Ye Hua had a woman outside, they would go wild. 

“The boss went out for a walk.” Wei Chang hurriedly explained, helping Ye Hua cover. 

He simply doesn’t want to reveal it. 



Qing Ya and Donghuang Baizhi didn’t believe him. Ye Hua would rather sit at home and watch Pleasant 

Goat than go out for a walk. 

In the past, Ye Hua was dragged out by them for a walk. 

Qing Ya shouted at Tang Wei, “Little Tang, tell me.” 

Tang Wei didn’t know what to say, whether it was to listen to Uncle Wei or Madam. 

Tang Wei’s hesitation convinced Qing Ya and Donghuang Baizhi that Ye Hua must have done something 

shameful, otherwise, these people wouldn’t act like this. 

Thinking that Ye Hua was having sex with other women at this time, both Qing Ya and Donghuang 

Baizhi’s eyes fired up. 

“Yi Hong, tell me,” Qing Ya asked in a cold voice. 

Yi Hong looked at Uncle Wei, then his wife, and hesitantly said, “I don’t know.” 

What a great explanation 

Qing Ya slammed the table “Or else I’ll tear it down today.” 

Donghuang Baizhi was so angry that her chest was heaving up and down. She must catch the mistress 

later and torture her fiercely. This emperor’s man dared to seduce someone. 

Wei Chang felt that if he didn’t say anything, the ladies would definitely get angry. 

“Lady Boss, don’t get me wrong, the boss just went to the bar next door to make a mess, definitely not 

to pick up girls.” 

Tang Wei helplessly watched Uncle Wei. ‘Please stop explaining, your explanation is getting messier and 

messier.’ 

Qing Ya said angrily, “While we were not here, he dared to pick up girls.” 

“Let’s go and catch the couple in the act.” 

“Right.” 

After saying that, the two women rushed out. 

Tang Wei was helpless, “Uncle Wei, you’ll be boiled.” 

Yi Hong and Zi Shan nodded silently. 

Wei Chang was very puzzled, “What did I do? I just explained it.” 

“It’s better not to explain.” Tang Wei shook her head. ‘Uncle Wei is fine, but he’s too truthful.’ 

Ye Hua didn’t know that the wives were coming, so he walked towards the door of the bar. 

Since he wants to create a mess, Ye Hua will not follow the rules. ‘You line up, and this deity will just 

walk in like that.’ 



‘If you have the ability, you can try to stop me. That is the opportunity for this deity to get angry.’ 

The idea was good. Ye Hua walked in directly with Lu Hong, and the foreign security guards didn’t say 

anything, as if they had a premium card. 

Ye Hua sneered in his heart. ‘I think that you are quite discerning, knowing that this deity is here to 

create a mess, it is estimated that there will be no chance to get angry.’ 

Walking into the bar, Ye Hua heard a deafening subwoofer. ‘I used to hate this kind of noisy sound the 

most, but I didn’t expect it to feel good today.’ 
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“Let’s start, little Lu.” Ye Hua said in a cold voice, the business here is so good. 

Lu Hong dares not to be careless, smashing the scene means making trouble unreasonably. He glanced 

around, all the seats were full, and many people were standing. An opportunity has come. 

“Come here, waiter.” To cause trouble, he must have momentum. 

A foreign waiter came over. 

“What kind of service do you have? Are we supposed to drink while standing?” Lu Hong asked sternly. 

Ye Hua was very satisfied. 

The waiter paused and said, “There is still one vacant seat, the two of you will come with me.” 

Lu Hong: “…” 

‘You liar. So many people, yet you still have seats.’ 

However, there was indeed no one in the seat, which made Lu Hong very speechless. He lost the first 

round. 

“What do you two want to drink?” the waiter asked respectfully. 

Lu Hong had another excuse, “Give me the best wine here, my boss wants to drink it.” 

“Okay, wait.” 

‘Everything is going as planned. After drinking it, I will say it is fake, and then demand money and cause 

trouble.’ 

Ye Hua said nothing but found that there were many unusual people at the scene. These foreigners 

should have some other identity. 

Soon, a bottle of 82-year-old Lafite was delivered. A professional opened and poured the wine. 

Ye Hua and Lu Hong picked up the wine glasses and took a sip. 

‘Pfft’ 

Lu Hong sprayed it directly. Ye Hua didn’t exaggerate so much and spit it out. 



“Fuck, what kind of wine are you guys serving? My 82-year-old Coke is better than this.” Lu Hong 

shouted angrily. Ye Hua leaned on the sofa and listened. He wanted to relax, that’s why he brought Lu 

Hong. 

The waiter paused and smiled, “I’ll change it for you.” 

Soon another bottle of Lafite came and the same action was repeated. 

Then Lu Hong sprayed it again: “You are cheating consumers by adding water.” 

“I’ll change it again.” 

Lu Hong “…” 

‘I’ve never seen such a good temper before.’ 

Another bottle came and Lu Hong changed the plan, although he still sprayed the wine. 

“You are serving fake wine, it’s too fake and you need to compensate us.” 

The waiter asked: “How much?” 

Lu Hong looked at the silent Ye Hua, and then said “One hundred million.” 

“Okay, I’ll go and ask my superiors.” He turned around and left. 

If this doesn’t work, Lu Hong will utterly lose. ‘If you have such a good temper, don’t open a bar, 

because you will go bankrupt.’ 

However, Ye Hua didn’t think so, it seemed that the other party knew that he was coming. 

“Hello, Boss Ye.” A dull Chinese resounded. 

Ye Hua and Lu Hong looked over and saw two western women appear in front of them. 

This turned out to be a pair of twins who looked exactly the same. No matter the hairstyle, the dress, or 

the figure, they looked alike. 

They had blond hair hanging down, blue eyes, and skin as white as paper. 

Ye Hua looked very calm, no matter how beautiful they were, they were not as beautiful as Qing Ya and 

Baizhi. If there was an advantage, it would be the advantage of being twins. 

A pair of vampire twins. 

Ye Hua saw through the real bodies of the two women. It is really interesting. 

Lu Hong looked at the twins and almost drooled. ‘Your Honor, if you want to suppress them, I can do so, 

whatever the distance or time might be. 

“You know me?” Ye Hua asked aloud. 

“Of course. I’m really ashamed to open a bar next to Boss Ye’s. My name is Serena, and this is my sister 

Celine. We are vampires from Europe.” 



Lu Hong gasped, vampire sisters! 

Ye Hua became interested. ‘It is a bit interesting, unexpected even. They even admitted their identities.’ 

“It turns out that you are a vampire. No wonder you are so beautiful.” Ye Hua said lightly. 

Celine smiled lightly and said, “Thank you for your compliment. Can we sit down?” 

“Sure.” 

Ye Hua became interested. 

Serena and Celine sat next to Ye Hua. Although they were not very close, they gave people an 

ambiguous vibe. 

Serena raised her hand at the waiter, who bowed and stepped back. 

“Boss Ye, won’t you look down on us vampires?” Celine asked softly. 

Ye Hua prefers aliens because he is also an alien. 

“No, but why did you suddenly appear?” Ye Hua asked curiously. 

“Boss Ye, my sister and I are not only vampires but also exorcists. We traveled around the world and 

heard that monsters in the south were rampant. We wanted to come and help, that’s all.” Serena didn’t 

hide anything. 

“Why are you telling me this?” Ye Hua asked. 

Celine said earnestly, “Boss Ye, we investigated you before we came. Please forgive us. Although we 

didn’t find anything of value, my sister and I think you are a good person. The city is safe all thanks to 

you.” 

‘Why is this woman’s sixth sense so accurate? It’s a waste of you not to buy lottery tickets.’ 

“Boss Ye, my sister and I are extremely honored to meet you in person. There are only a few righteous 

people like you nowadays.” Although she was trying to flatter him, she didn’t lie. 

Although the two sisters were vampires, they never did any harm to the world. They even set up their 

exorcism team to kill monsters from all over the world. 

“To create such a big ruckus, you just wanted to meet me?” Ye Hua didn’t expect that these two women 

would be wise. 

“I hope Boss Ye will forgive us.” The two sisters said apologetically. 

“Tell me, what do you want?” 

Celine paused and said, “Boss Ye, my sister and I want to use this place as a base to carry out our 

exorcism work.” 

They’re quite smart. Putting the base next to him, there wouldn’t be anyone to touch them. 

‘But sometimes, it’s not good to be too smart. Even trying to use this deity as an umbrella.’ 



“What you are going to do has nothing to do with me, but if you want to use me for anything, don’t 

blame me for plucking the flowers.” Ye Hua said coldly, warning them not to think too much, and just do 

your business honestly. 

The two sisters hurriedly responded, swearing that they would never dare to change their minds. 

“Boss Ye, don’t worry, my sister and I will never cause you any trouble.” 

Ye Hua felt that these two women were normal and did not seduce him with their beauty. 

“Oh, not bad. A pair of sisters. Still causing trouble.” Ye Hua froze after a sour voice sounded. 

He saw that Qing Ya and Donghuang Baizhi appeared from behind. The words were said by Donghuang 

Baizhi, while Qing Ya seemed extraordinarily cold. 
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Hearing this familiar voice, Ye Hua was overjoyed and slowly raised his head. They were still the same. 

It’s just that Qing Ya’s belly has grown a lot, it’s been hard for her. 

‘Why do they have such ugly faces? They even suspect that this deity was picking up girls. Really stupid, 

if this deity really wants to pick up girls, will you find out?’ 

“Why are you here?” Although he is very happy in his heart, he can’t show it, lest they find out that he 

gets sad when they leave. 

Ye Hua’s attitude made Qing Ya and Donghuang Baizhi very unhappy. After all, they hadn’t seen each 

other for more than a month. Now that they met, he was picking up girls and berating them as if they 

were the ones disturbing him. 

They are super angry! 

“Let’s go.” 

Qing Ya and Donghuang Baizhi turned around and left, which stunned Ye Hua. ‘What is the meaning? 

Returning just to leave?’ 

‘This deity has not educated you yet.’ 

‘Besides, is the place of this deity that you come and go as you wish?’ 

Ye Hua stood up and followed them. 

“These are the two lady bosses? They are as beautiful as heaven.” Serena murmured, with envy in her 

eyes. 

Lu Hong glared at the two sisters: “You are in trouble.” 

“Then what should we do?” Celine asked anxiously. 

Lu Hong has to think of a way to help Ye Hua. 

Ye Hua said in a deep voice, “Stop for me.” 



Qing Ya and Donghuang Baizhi in front of him ignored him and walked out of the Seven Bar. 

Ye Hua followed closely, looking at the two familiar stubborn backs, sighing in his heart. 

‘Let alone others, these two women can’t even be provoked by this deity.’ 

‘This cold war has been going on for more than a month. Although I want to teach them a lesson every 

day. I miss them more and more. Now that they have returned, they must have come to admit their 

mistakes. Then this deity has to take a step back. Have to give them some face.’ 

Ye Hua strode up and hugged the two wives, one in each arm. 

‘What a familiar feeling. The fragrance on their delicate bodies is still the same, and the hand feel is still 

so soft. It has been more than a month, yet it feels as if a few years have passed.’ 

“Open!” 

“Let me go!” 

The two little wild cats were struggling hard. At this time, Ye Hua decided to come up with a big move to 

ensure that it would break the most vulnerable line of defense in their hearts. 

‘It wasn’t this deity’s bragging. When he says this, it was guaranteed that they would be so 

flabbergasted that they wouldn’t remember their directions. They would be unable to extricate 

themselves from this deity.’ 

“I missed you.” 

Don’t look at them as three simple words. It contained the power of heaven and earth, sweeping the 

past until the seas run dry and stones go soft. [Meaning a long time.] 

‘Of course, this deity doesn’t really mean it. Just a little bit, don’t get me wrong.’ 

‘Anyone who misunderstands will be killed.’ 

‘Really!’ 

The two little wild cats in his arms gradually stopped. 

These three words were all around their heads. These words instantly opened up their minds. Just like 

Ye Hua said, they were drunk. 

In the face of their husband’s sweet offense, Qing Ya and Donghuang Baizhi were defeated. Ye Hua had 

never said such a thing to them. He always tried to teach them a lesson. 

Seeing his wives soften, Ye Hua exerted strength on his arms, making them feel the heat of his chest so 

that they could never leave him again. 

Lie Gu’s way is pretty good. 

He held the most beautiful women in the world. They were not ordinary beauties. If there was one word 

to describe them, it would be: 

Cool! 



After being gentle for a long time, Ye Hua said lightly: “Let’s go home.” 

Then he let go of them and held their little hands and walked to the Leisure Bar. 

Qing Ya and Donghuang Baizhi were like daughters-in-law who had never been through the door. 

Blushing vigorously. 

In their hearts, they cursed Ye Hua for being shameless, even going on sweet offense, making them 

unable to guard against him. 

In the hearts of Qing Ya and Donghuang Baizhi, they never thought that Ye Hua would say such a thing. 

Those three words are so charming. 

Their hearts are drunk. 

When Ye Hua appeared in the bar with his two beautiful wives, Wei Chang and the others were so 

shocked that their jaws almost fell. 

Don’t look at Ye Hua’s calm face, but the slightly raised corners of his mouth were announcing to 

everyone that these two women were taken over by this deity again, and even if they ran again, they 

would not be able to run out of his bone palm. 

Your honor is the greatest. 

Just now, the madams ran out angrily and now they walked in shyly in the blink of an eye. What method 

did Your Honor use to coax the madams? It is amazing. 

It is worthy of being supreme. He’s magical! 

Holding their delicate little hands, Ye Hua felt that he had earned too much face in front of his 

subordinates. 

‘Tonight, I have to relive the pleasure of the past.’ 

There is a saying by Lie Gu: “Women will be noisy when they have nothing to do. How can they not be 

bored? If they slept until the afternoon. So how can they sleep until the afternoon? If they stay up all 

night. Why do they stay up late? What else can a man and a woman do, stay up late to play games?” 

“Ye Hua, wait.” Donghuang Baizhi suddenly shouted softly. 

This voice made Ye Hua’s chest tremble, thinking about that night from three years ago. Donghuang 

Baizhi was still relatively young, and now she looked like a ripe peach, waiting to be eaten by him. 

Ye Hua asked lightly, “What’s wrong?” 

“Zi Shan, are you a deity?” Donghuang Baizhi suddenly asked aloud. 

Ye Hua was shocked, ‘How did Baizhi know that Zi Shan was a deity?’ 

Hou Xuelin’s three subordinates had a portrait to find Donghuang Baizhi. 

Zi Shan nodded: “Yes.” 



“Ye Hua, sit down first, this is a very troublesome thing.” Qing Ya was worried that after the prince ran 

away, he would definitely return with more people. 

Ye Hua didn’t say anything, just sat down. 

“Zi Shan, the deities sent two waves of people, and there was also a prince.” Qing Ya’s tone was filled 

with worry, unaware that Ye Hua had already destroyed the royal family. 

Zi Shan said in a low voice, “Don’t worry, Madam. I have already talked to the other side, and all 

misunderstandings have been resolved. Fortunately, I met Boss, who pulled me out of the abyss of pain, 

and then met Yi Hong. I am very happy now.” 

Qing Ya and Donghuang Baizhi were a little surprised and looked back at Ye Hua. 

Ye Hua lit a cigarette and nodded. 

“Ye Hua, were you at Ji’s house back then?” Qing Ya asked curiously. 

Ye Hua let out a breath of smoke: “Yes, I met Zi Shan at Ji’s house.” 

Just when Donghuang Baizhi wanted to continue to ask questions, Ye Hua said lightly: 

“I know what you want to ask, the Ji family was destroyed by me!” 
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“It was because the Ji family attacked common men and cultivators alike. Can I just sit back and ignore 

it? Hundreds of families were killed by cruel means. If no one came forward to present them with 

justice, how can the dead souls rest in peace?” Ye Hua’s acting skills have now reached a new level. 

He arranged for Jue Tian to let those people in and then used a borrowed knife to kill them. Now he 

implies that he was so righteous that it inspires reverence. 

Ye Hua saw that the two women didn’t speak, and said solemnly: “If you think I did something wrong, 

then leave. People who walk different paths cannot make plans together.” 

Hearing these words, the two women were shocked. Their hearts tied with Ye Hua’s. It’s impossible to 

leave. 

Ye Hua was also nervous when he said such words. This is a gamble. If he wins the gamble, they won’t 

say anything in the future. 

Qing Ya and Donghuang Baizhi sighed deeply, then sat next to Ye Hua, holding his big hand, expressing 

with their actions that they were at their husband’s side. 

Seeing that the Madams were so considerate of Ye Hua, Wei Chang was also relieved. 

But if Qing Ya and Donghuang Baizhi knew that Ye Hua was still lying to them, they would definitely have 

collapsed. 

From the beginning of a small lie, using more lies to cover up the lie, and gradually forming a huge lie. 

‘This deity never lies, and even if he does, it is a white lie.’ 



“Boss! Lady Boss! You misunderstood, they are my girlfriends.” Lu Hong cruelly dragged Serena and 

Celina and ran in. 

Lu Hong’s solution was to let the two sisters pretend to be his girlfriends so that the Madams could 

dispel suspicion. 

Lu Hong had to be cruel, pulling two vampires, and making his whole body numb. 

“Brother, how did you pick up two girls after going out?” Yi Hong was stunned. It hadn’t been half an 

hour since they went out. He is even better than himself. The two foreign girls look exactly the same. 

Lu Hong glared at the younger brother: “What do you know? That is true love. Don’t misunderstand the 

boss.” 

Qing Ya smiled and said, “No misunderstanding, you guys are doing well.” 

Ye Hua went upstairs with his two lovely wives in his arms. 

Lu Hong was a little confused, ‘What is the situation? Why are the Madams so happy?’ 

“Brother, the Madams didn’t misunderstand anything.” Yi Hong explained. 

No?! Then he was acting like a fart and holding the hands of two vampires. 

Lu Hong hurriedly let go of Serena and Celina’s hands, thinking about them being vampires. His whole 

body had goosebumps. 

The two sisters pursed their lips, a little shy. They have never held hands with a man in their lives. They 

gave it to the same man for the first time. Could it be fate? 

“Hello, you can come to play when you are free.” The sisters greeted them and ran away. 

Tang Wei watched the sisters run away, and then looked at Lu Hong: “Lu Hong, your luck with women is 

not shallow.” 

“Sister-in-law, don’t make fun of me. Those two are vampires, just like mosquitoes, sucking human 

blood.” Lu Hong felt numb when he thought of it. ‘Must not kill them.’ 

“Really? I think they are very interested in you.” Zi Shan also began to tease Lu Hong. 

Lu Lu smiled dryly: “Zi Shan, don’t try to trouble me. We can’t do it.” 

Everyone laughed without saying a word. Although it was a joke, it was a good joke. 

Ye Hua went directly to the bedroom with his two lovely wives in his arms, which made Qing Ya and 

Donghuang Baizhi feel like they were there for the first time. 

“Should I take a bath first, or do you want to go first?” Ye Hua looked at the two of them, growing 

impatient. A raging fire was already burning in his belly, and he could not wait to eat them. 

Qing Ya and Donghuang Baizhi escaped from his arms, holding hands like a frightened little white rabbit, 

while Ye Hua played the role of a big bad wolf. 

“Ye Hua, you and us.” Qing Ya didn’t know what to say. 



Donghuang Baizhifang’s heart was beating wildly, she was clearly angry with Ye Hua. ‘How could he be 

like this?’ 

Ye Hua said indifferently: “Qing Ya, Baizhi, this bedroom has created two lives. Don’t you want to enjoy 

the process again?” 

Qing Ya and Donghuang Baizhi were shocked. If they didn’t leave now, they would be caught by Ye Hua. 

If he catches them, they will die! 

The brutal night was vivid in their minds. 

“Although we are reconciled now, you can’t now.” Donghuang Baizhi said hurriedly, without any 

psychological preparation. 

Qing Ya whispered: “Go.” 

Ye Hua sneered: “You want to leave? Let’s see if you can.” 

He grabbed the nearest Donghuang Baizhi. 

“Qing Ya, save me.” Donghuang Baizhi was directly pulled out by Ye Hua, but Qing Ya narrowly escaped. 

Ye Hua didn’t care. Anyway, they won’t serve him together. Better catch one, and extinguish the heat in 

his body. 

Donghuang Baizhi tried hard to push Ye Hua away, and requested: “Ye Hua, don’t do this, I’m not ready 

yet.” 

The tone of this request made Ye Hua’s animal nature even more violent. The faces of these two women 

have already reached the peak of perfection. ‘Only this deity can enjoy their delicate bodies.’ 

“Your Majesty, let me sleep with you tonight.” Ye Hua said in a low voice with a sly smile. 

This made Donghuang Baizhi’s heart almost jump out: “Ye Hua, don’t ahhhhhhh…” 

Donghuang Baizhi’s cherry lips were sealed by Ye Hua, and her hands were even more cruel, tearing her 

clothes. 

Exposing that delicate body that cannot be described in words made Ye Hua even more greedy. He 

pressed her on the bed fiercely, enjoying the pleasure derived from every inch of her skin. 

Donghuang Baizhi’s pretty face was flushed crazily. This redness spread all over her body. Her clothes 

were light crimson, which made the scene even more attractive. 

“Ye Hua” Donghuang Baizhi couldn’t help calling, the fire in her heart had been ignited by him. The 

meaning of this call is obvious, ‘Don’t torture this emperor anymore, hurry up.’ 

Ye Hua enjoyed the pleasure brought by her delicate body, and said in a low voice, “Baizhi, give me 

another child.” 

“Well…” Donghuang Baizhi made a nasal sound, her beautiful eyes were covered with mist. She was not 

touched, rather she was about to go berserk when he kissed her. 



Ye Hua drove straight in without mercy, and once again enjoyed the gentle beauty of Baizhi for the first 

time in three years. 

‘It still feels great, even more exciting than it was back then.’ 

Baizhi’s slender hands grabbed onto his back, and her fingernails pierced into Ye Hua’s flesh. She was 

obviously a little overwhelmed, and her face was pained yet happy. 

After half an hour. 

“Ye Hua, let it go.” The situation is like three years ago. Ye Hua is like a bull who doesn’t know when to 

stop. 

Chapter 430 

Ye Hua lifted Donghuang Baizhi’s hair: “Do you know why we can have Ah Li after just one time?” 

Donghuang Baizhi secretly thought that it was not good, and Ye Hua’s crooked reason was about to 

come out again. 

“Because we spent the whole night that day.” 

Donghuang Baizhi was not fooled, and put both hands on his chest: “But this time is different from the 

past. It was a one-night stand. We are husband and wife now. 

Before the words were finished, Ye Hua attacked again. 

“Baizhi, giving birth to a child is a physical task. We must pay close attention every minute.” 

“You! You are just enjoying the process of giving birth to a child.” Donghuang Baizhi shouted with 

difficulty. 

Ye Hua chuckled: “It’s killing two birds with one stone. Don’t you think so?” 

“You bastard! Stop it!” 

“Hehe, I will never stop in my life.” The battle continued until the sky gradually turned white. 

Ye Hua hugged Baizhi, who had already fallen asleep. He let out a long sigh of relief. His waist is a little 

difficult to use. It seems that he needs to strengthen his body, at least he doesn’t want a sore waist. 

Gently wiping away the tears from the corners of Donghuang Baizhi’s eyes, uh, this should be tears of 

joy. 

Seeing the delicate appearance of Donghuang Baizhi, Ye Hua was a little restless, but he wanted to let 

her rest for a while. 

‘This woman, no matter how high her cultivation is, she has never encountered such a thing. 

Thinking of Donghuang Baizhi’s cultivation, Ye Hua decided to transform it. 

Donghuang Baizhi wanted to give birth to a boy so that there was hope to awaken the power of 

Donghuang’s blood. 



However, in Ye Hua’s view, his bloodline is the most powerful. Ah Li is the perfect example. 

He gently pressed her chest. Don’t get him wrong, this is just casting a spell. 

He’s obviously taking advantage of her! 

A soft golden light appeared in Ye Hua’s hand and entered her body. 

Looking at it, the whole body of Donghuang Baizhi was dyed with golden luminosity. She became 

transparent, and one could see thin blood vessels. 

Donghuang Baizhi was a descendant of Donghuang, and she still had the power of the blood, albeit 

weakened. Ye Hua instantly activated the blood of Donghuang Baizhi. 

The so-called awakening is equivalent to activating the blood vessels in the body. In fact, there are 

people with such blood, but they are unable to activate it. 

Gradually, the golden light on Donghuang Baizhi disappeared, and Ye Hua looked at Baizhi’s face. Ye 

Hua’s heart was undoubtedly moved by that holy face. 

He was so fascinated by pressing his wife under his body again. 

The sleeping Donghuang Baizhi was awakened again by her husband’s vigorous exercise, and she was 

stunned. 

“Ye Hua, let me rest all night.” 

Ye Hua said in a deep voice: “Life lies in exercise. In the morning, you must do even more exercise.” 

“You! I will fight you!” 

At this time, he was tasting the queen. 

~Qing Yutong’s room~ 

Qing Yutong and Ye Zizi were covering their ears with pillows. There had been noise all night, and before 

they could rest, it started again. 

They are not human! 

Ye Zizi was okay, but Qing Yutong was suffering. It was terrible for a virgin maiden to hear this sort of 

noise. 

At that time, in a majestic castle in Europe, a meeting was being held. 

A total of 11 people, 8 males, and 3 females. 

One of the men sat on a seat made of gold, and all of them wore black suits, even the three women. 

“My emperor, the two princesses of the blood family have been found, and they are in Long’an City in 

China.” One of the men bowed and said. 



The man in the main seat said lightly: “I can’t let them run away this time. The pure blood of this blood 

clan is extremely rare, and it is more than enough to be refined into blood wings. Then the emperor will 

no longer fear the Gods.” [God title might change when I get more context.] 

“My emperor can be at ease. This subordinate has already placed people in Long’an City. Now we are 

just waiting for the arrest.” 

“Very good. No more mistakes are allowed this time.” 

“Yes!” 

The man in the main seat took a deep breath: “About the last incident, how is the investigation going?” 

At this time, a plump woman walked out and said respectfully, “My emperor, that little girl is still being 

searched. 

“It was a waste of this emperor’s magical weapon. If that little girl could be used by me, she would have 

kicked over the gods in the temple!” The man suddenly seemed very irritable. 

He originally wanted to kill her, but the little girl turned out to be invulnerable. After some digging, he 

found out that this little girl was terrifyingly powerful. So he didn’t hesitate to use the Desolate Soul 

Eater to change the little girl’s thinking and make her surrender. 

Everything was fine, but suddenly one day someone told him that the sacrifices were all dead, and the 

little girl was gone. 

He was almost out of breath, so he could only think of another way to lock the two princesses of the 

blood clan. But he still did not give up looking for the little girl. 

“When the emperor refines the pure blood of the blood clan, he will definitely be able to defeat the 

gods.” The man stood up slowly, six pure black wings spread out behind his back. 

Demon Lord Lucifer. 

In the bedroom on the second floor of the Leisure Bar, it was already noon. 

Ye Hua hugged the soft queen and walked into the wild area with his big hands. 

“Ye Hua, don’t make a fuss, I don’t even have the strength to move my fingers now.” Donghuang Baizhi 

leaned in her husband’s arms and said softly, feeling that her whole body was about to fall apart. She 

didn’t want to move at all. Even the falling sky won’t make her move. 

Looking at the state of Baizhi, Ye Hua has already understood that the theory of Lie Gu is correct. 

At that time, Donghuang Baizhi didn’t even have the strength to speak. Ye Hua felt particularly cool to 

be able to make the most beautiful woman in the world look like this. 

“What do you want to eat? I’ll prepare it for you.” Ye Hua stroked his wife’s hair lightly and asked with 

concern. It was a hard night for Baizhi. 

Donghuang Baizhi moved slightly: “I don’t want to eat, just let me rest.” 

“How can I do that? I have to continue at night.” 



Donghuang Baizhi felt like dying. 

“No.” Donghuang Baizhi said dazedly, obviously wanting to refuse, but this feeble refusal ignited Ye Hua. 

“Then let’s do it again.” 

“Ah! Go call Qing Ya and stop messing with me.” 

“Qing Ya isn’t running away. We need to have a baby. Relax a little, this is a very beautiful thing. 

“You! You! Ah!” 

If Donghuang Baizhi knew that this kind of thing would happen when she returned, then she wouldn’t 

have, even if she was killed. Ye Hua was even more brutal than three years ago. An ordinary woman 

wouldn’t be able to stand it. 

Ye Hua will definitely kill them. 

Qing Ya, who was in the Void Realm, was much smarter. She was holding a storybook for Ah Li. 

 


